INTRODUCTION
============

Comparative analyses of protein sequences and structures play a fundamental role in understanding proteins and their functions. Assuming an evolutionary continuity of structure and function, describing the structural similarity relationships between protein structures allows scientists to infer the functions of newly discovered proteins.

The most widespread purpose of structural alignment has been to identify homologous residues (encoded by the same codon in the genome of a common ancestor). Mutations manifest in plastic deformations, shifts and rotations of the secondary structure elements (SSEs). A wide spectrum of structural alignment methods exist, which differ in their treatment of structural variations, scoring functions and optimization algorithms \[reviewed in ([@B1])\].

We are aware of half a dozen web servers ([@B2; @B3; @B4; @B5; @B6; @B7]) that provide structure comparisons against the current, weekly updated Protein Data Bank (PDB) ([Supplementary Table S1](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq366/DC1)). Each server is unique because they employ different structure comparison methods. The Dali server has been around for 15 years in various incarnations ([@B2],[@B8]). We have now implemented interactive visualization of user's structures to the Helsinki server, and present validation data for an improved database search protocol in DaliLite v.3.3.

The primary result of the database search is the list of structural neighbours and their corresponding structural alignment. Usually homologous proteins have stronger structural similarity than convergent folds. However, the amount of structural similarity (we use *Z*-scores) at the transition between divergent and convergent folds is family specific. Therefore, manual inspection of the results is recommended. Residue conservation is a particularly powerful means of highlighting which are the key residues in the structure, and so can usually help to pick out the most likely location of the protein's functional site(s) ([@B9; @B10; @B11]).

DESCRIPTION OF THE SERVER
=========================

Inputs
------

The input to the server is one or two protein structures in PDB format. The query structure can be specified as a PDB identifier plus chain identifier, or a PDB file uploaded by the user. There are three cross-linked query forms for the Dali server, Dali Database and pairwise comparison, respectively. For example, the entry point to the Dali server is <http://ekhidna.biocenter.helsinki.fi/dali_server>.

All backbone atoms (N, CA, C, O) are required and the minimum chain length is 30 amino acids. Backbone atoms may be reconstructed from a CA trace using the MaxSprout server at <http://www.ebi.ac.uk/maxsprout>.

External links to the Dali database should use <http://ekhidna.biocenter.helsinki.fi/dali/daliquery?pdbid=1nnn&chainid=A>, where 1nnn represents a PDB identifier and chainid is optional. Meta-servers may link to <http://ekhidna.biocenter.helsinki.fi/dali/daliquery_txt?pdbid=1nnn&chainid=A>, which directly returns the match list and alignment data as plain text.

Processing
----------

Queries to the Dali Database and pairwise comparison are processed interactively; the result is usually returned within a minute. The Dali server processes up to eight PDB searches in parallel, others are queued. Most PDB-search queries are processed in less than an hour. Results are stored on the server for two weeks. The results of identical queries are retrieved instantly from cache.

The Dali server and Dali database return only the best match of the query to each PDB structure. The pairwise comparison returns also suboptimal matches. The pairwise comparison is based on a systematic branch-and-bound search that returns non-overlapping solutions in decreasing order of alignment score ([@B12]). Suboptimal matches can be of interest in cases of internal symmetries or repeated domains.

Dali Database is updated twice a year and contains precomputed structural alignments of PDB90 against the full PDB. The query structure is mapped to the closest representative in PDB90 and the structure comparison scores are recomputed using the transitive alignment via the representative.

The Dali server aims to retrieve a list of 500 structural neighbors of the query structure with the highest *Z*-scores (see Mathematical Appendix in [Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq366/DC1)). Most query structures have strong similarity to a structure already in the PDB. We use fast filters to identify a shortlist of about 100 promising candidates ([@B2]). If these produce strong matches, the search proceeds by walking. Otherwise, the query structure is compared with PDB90 in one versus all fashion, followed by a walk to collect matches to redundant PDB structures (which are over 90% sequence identical to PDB90 representatives).

Walking selects targets for structural comparison from the neighbours of neighbours found so far ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The second shell of neighbors is known because all structures in the PDB are stored in a precomputed network of similarities. The pairwise alignments (Q,P) and (P,R) induce a transitive alignment (Q,R), which is used as the starting point of refinement rather than optimizing the alignment from scratch. There are many possible choices of intermediate structure P en route from Q to R. We select the 'high road', in other words, the minimum of the *Z*-scores *Z*(Q,P) and *Z*(P,R) should be as high as possible. The 'high road' may change as more structures are added to the first neighbour shell. To avoid redundant comparisons, we only test induced alignments which are longer than previously obtained ones. When the alignment (Q,R) has been refined, R is added to the first neighbour shell. The walk ends when either there are no new neighbours in the second shell, a specified number of hits (1000) have been reported, or a maximum number of comparisons (1000) have been performed. Figure 1.The walking strategy focuses the search for structural neighbours to the neighbourhood of similar structures found so far. A sparse network of alignments within PDB is stored in an internal database. Once query Q is aligned to some PDB structure(s), a complete set of similar structures can be collected by walking, provided that the network is connected and similarity is approximately transitive.

Outputs
-------

The Dali server, Dali Database and pairwise comparison use a common output format and share interactive analysis tools.

The result consists of (i) a list of structural neighbours, ranked by *Z*-score, and (ii) the alignment data. The results are presented as plain text for downloading by downstream application, and as hypertext for interactive analysis. The default results page reports the top 500 matches to all chains in the PDB. A subset of matches to PDB90, filtered at 90% sequence identity, is provided for convenience.

Selected subsets of matches can be visualized (i) as multiple sequence alignments, or (ii) in multiple 3D superimposition. While sophisticated tools with integrated sequence alignment and structure superimposition views are available, we have chosen Jmol, an open source Java viewer (<http://www.jmol.org>) for molecular graphics, because it was most easily accessible to the casual user. Each neighbour is aligned (superimposed) against the query structure in a star-like tree topology. Active sites can be recognized by clusters of conserved residues and ligands. Sequence and structure conservation are calculated within the selected subset of matches. Sequence conservation is given by Equation ([@B1]): where *i* is a position, *j* represents the 20 natural amino acid types, *p* is the frequency of an amino acid type in position *i* of the alignment and *q* is its frequency in the database.

Structure conservation is given by Equation ([@B2]): where *k* represents the structural neighbours, *N* is the number of selected structural neighbours, and is 1 if position *i* of structure *k* is aligned to the query structure and 0 otherwise.

Downloads
---------

The Dali database and the DaliLite software are available for academic use from <http://ekhidna.biocenter.helsinki.fi/dali/downloads/download.html>.

RESULTS
=======

Benchmarking
------------

Newly solved protein structures are compared against those in the PDB in the hope of discovering remote evolutionary connections. Homologous proteins should rank at the top of the match list. The ability of the walking strategy to retrieve biologically interesting hits was assessed by comparison with the SCOP classification ([@B13]), which is a hierarchical classification of protein structures and curated by experts. The area under the coverage-reliability plot (AUC) was used for assessment. The average AUC per query is 0.79, 0.87 and 0.92 at fold, superfamily and family level, respectively ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 2.Benchmarking the walking strategy. The plots show the distribution of AUC values for single-domain queries in scop 1.75. AUC, where coverage is TP/T and reliability is TP/P with T the number of members of a scop class, P number of matches above a given *Z*-score, and TP the number of members of a scop class above a given *Z*-score. Evaluated classes are scop folds (thin line), scop superfamilies (medium thick line) and scop families (thick line). Classes with fewer than 10 or more than 500 members are excluded. Query structures consisted of single domains from scop classes a-d, filtered at 90% sequence identity. Matches to all PDB structures which contained an instance of a domain in scop classes a-d were included in the evaluation.

A number of factors influence this evaluation. First, it has been shown that ranking by *Z*-scores as in Dali, or by other measures of structural similarity, approximates but does not reproduce the scop hierarchy at any cut-offs; the scop classification considers also other criteria than structural similarity ([@B14]). Secondly, the sampling of a structural neighbourhood during walking is dependent on the connectivity of the underlying (sparse) network of precomputed structural similarities. Thirdly, our measures of structural similarity are not metric, which means that matches cannot be retrieved in strictly decreasing order of *Z*-scores. Fourthly, optimization from the seed alignment may or may not converge to the global optimum. Finally, relaxed criteria are often used to account for inconsistencies and possible classification errors in SCOP; for example, pairs with different superfamily but identical fold would be excluded from the evaluation of superfamily recognition ([@B15]). Here, the 'true positive' set consists of all pairs with identical SCOP classification and the 'false positive' set contains all other pairs above a given *Z*-score in the match list. The evaluation thus gives an underestimate of accuracy.

Example
-------

As an example, we have selected a putative bacterial cell invasion protein (PDB entry 3kk7). The protein contains a membrane-attack complex/perforin (MACPF) domain. The same fold is utilized for defence in the immune system and for attack in bacterial cholesterol-dependent cytolysins (CDCs). The three key pieces of evidence for homology are functional similarity (pore formation), conservation of three glycine residues at a hinge and conservation of the complex core fold ([@B16; @B17; @B18]).

Interactive analysis ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) starts with eyeballing the match list. Dali retrieves the entire superfamily. Contact map-based methods such as Dali are tolerant of structural plasticity and typically generate longer alignments than methods based on root mean square deviation (RMSD) criteria. The extent of the common core is clearly seen when structural conservation is mapped onto the query structure. Conserved residues can be identified in the multiple sequence alignment as well as highlighted in the 3D structure. Figure 3.Using 3kk7A as query, the Dali server produces several views of the result, including: match list (top left), sequence view (top right), secondary structure view (bottom right), mapping of structural conservation (bottom left) and mapping of sequence conservation (middle bottom). The match list is sorted by *Z*-scores. The sequence view uses colour for amino acids which have a frequency above 0.5 in a column. The secondary structure view displays the alignment of helices (H), strands (E) and loops (L) as defined by DSSP. Sequence and structural conservation is computed within the selected subset of matches; red positions are maximally conserved and blue positions are not conserved.

CONCLUSIONS
===========

In favourable cases, structural neighbours give clues of molecular function. The Dali server performs the search and provides convenient visualization tools to map conservation in 3D.

The Dali server has evolved to cope with the growth of the PDB, which is now a hundred times bigger than when the server started ([@B8]). Hundreds of new entries are added to the PDB every week. One versus all comparison is not affordable and overly aggressive pruning of search space may lose interesting matches. We think that the Dali server is operating with a satisfactory balance between speed and sensitivity.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
==================

[Supplementary Data](http://nar.oxfordjournals.org/cgi/content/full/gkq366/DC1) are available at NAR Online.
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